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Series Editors Priface
This innovative and exciting series was inspired

by onc of the best-known

philosophy books of the latter half of the twentieth century. Utililana.ism for
alldagainsrbyJ]C Smart and Bernard Williams, publisht:din 1973, is tlc.:.:sl:riLc:u
on its cover as '[t]wo essays ... written from opposite points of view', It is one

of the classics of the modern literature on utilitarianism.
Based on this model, books in the Debating Low scrit::; will cUUlaiu lwu
essays of around 30,000 words, each developing a strong and intellectually

rigorous argument on a topic of contemporary and ongoing debate. The aim
is to stimulate, challenge and inform by bringing (,::ullua:sung pcrsVt:(.;uvcs
together in the one volume.

The Debating Law series offers a forum for scholarly argument and advocacy.ltgives essayists the opporruniry ro make a fr~h and pwvut.:aLivt: Slalt;-

ment of a normative position freed from a tight requirement of (balance'.

Although debaters are encouraged to exchange ideas during the writiog
process, iris not the intention that the twO essays will amiwe::r u ue:: alIUUIC[ UUl
rather that each will provide an independent statement of a point of view.

Authors may take different tacks and address different issues within the
broad topic, and the smrring points or foundations of the:: cat;t:: Oil uue t;iuc
may be different from those of the case on the other side. The confident

expectation is that the debate fonnat will sharpen issues, and highlight areas
of both agreement and disagreement, in an effective and illuminating way .
The Debating Law series is designed for a wide readership. The aim is that

each essay should be self-contained, accessibly written and only lighdy endnoted. Books in the series will be valuable for those coming to tht: topic fur
the first time and also fot the experienced reader seeking a stimulating,

thought-provoking and concise statement of different points of view. They
will provide valuable resources for teaching as well as lively discussiun::! uf
important issues of wide current interest.
PctcrCanc
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The Casefor RestorativeJustice

1. INTRODUCTION

E

ARLY WRlTINGS on restorative justice were firmly
rooted in critiques of mainstream criminal justice.
Restorativists were at great pains to emphasise shortcomings and then, having painted a grim picture of the criminal
justice landscape, would present the reader with the alternative of
restorative justice-the white rabbit pulled triumphandy from the
hat. Whilst section II. below explores the contested nature of definitions of restor~tive justice, it might he helpful before we go any
further to provide a brief description of restorative justice for the
uninitiated reader.
Although a universal definition of restorative justice remains
elusive, probably the most frequently quoted definition is provided
by Tony Marshall, who sees itas
a process whereby all the parties with a stake in a particular offence
come together to resolve collectively how to deal with the aftermath of
the offence and its implication for the future. t

An alternative (though not too dissimilar) definition is provided by
Paul McCold and Ted Wachtel, who describe restorative justice
1 T Marshall 'The Evolution ofResto",tive Justice in Britain' (1996) 4 (4) E.roptan
Journal on Criminal PolifY lwearrh. 21, 37. Notwirhstanding that it is often quot~d,
Marshall's definition has been widely criticised (eg. over its failw:e to specify the aims

and outcomes of the process; who the stakeholders should J:>e; and the nature of
stakeholda participation): see, eg, J Dignan, Understanding VidilllJ d.l1d &;Ionniw
Justice (Maidenhead, Open Univmity Ptess, 2005) ~5 .
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as a process where those primarily affected by an incident of wrong-

doing come together to share their feelings, describe how they were
affected and develop a plan to repair the harm done or prevent reoccurrence. 2

They add that the essence of Iesturative justice; 'is a collaborative

problem-solving approach to social discipline intended to reintegrate individuals and repair affected communities'.3
What is clear from these definitions is the inclusive and collaborative nature of restorative justice's problem-solving focus, and
that for an intervention to be considered to be restorative the parties h~ve to come together in dialogue as they do in restorative confcrencing and direct mediation. Further, that the restorative justice
process reaches beyond victims and offenders by encompassing
other stakeholders, including the wider community affected by
crimes. Hence, restorative justice can be contrasted with criminal
justice, even though restorative justice practices are typically situated within criminal justice !lstems.
Criminal justice refers to the statutory responses to crime and
disorder of organisations such as the police, prosecutors, defence
lawyers, the courts, the prisons, and probation and management
offender agencies. It draws on a set of normative and theoretical
justifications for attempting to limit and control the actions of dtizens and, in those cases where citizens transgress, for sanctioning
their behaviour and causing them pain. Such justifications fallinto
backward- and forward-looking aims. Forward-looking philosophies include deteneoce (trying to persuade people not to
reoffend), incapacitation (physically preventing them from reoffending) and rehabilitation (using education or therapy to change
people's attitudes and behaviour to stop them reoffending).
However, when restorative justice is compared to criminal justice,
most commentators have in mind the backward-looking justifica2 P McCold and T Wachtel, 'Restorative justice theory validation' in
E Weitelwnp and H-J Kerner (eds), Restorative justice: Theoretical Foundations
(Devon, Willan Publishing, 2002) 113.
3

Ibid.
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tion . of retribution. Retributive justice responds to the offence
committed, rather than trying to prevent further offending. It
·treats all citizens as moral actors who are responsible for their
behaviour. Hence, it aims to punish transgressions rather than heal
the transgressor, although only with as much punishment as fits the
:Crime. In other words, the punishment must be proportionate to
the ctime. Retributive justice focuses on the offender and pays litde regard to victims or to the wider community. Clearly, restorative
justice is a distinct sentencing practice (more like mediation than
other :sentences such a::; prison ur prubation) and is driven by a

philosophy distinct from other justifications for punishment,
particularly retribution.
Restorative justice, its early advocates argued, provides a new lens
through which to see crime and identify the appropriate and just
responses to it. These early treatises were aspirational, even evangelistic, but rather unsophisticated. 4 In promoting the benefits of
restorative justice they found it necessary to reject outright criminal
justice and, in order to justify this rejection, to present it as little more
than victim-insensitive, state-sponsored vengeance. Failing to
acknowledge the various victim-centred

~nd

reparative measures

that were already being introduced into the criminal justice system,
they presented restorative and retributive justice in dichotomous
terms, with the former representing all that was good about community responses to crime and the latter all that was harmful with
the state monopoly over justice. Restorative justice was promoted as
the answer to society's criminal ills, with its promise to bting
together victims, offenders and their communities, whilst keeping
the state at arm's length.
Whilst praising inclusive restorative approaches, the early literature, with few exceptions, failed to problematise concepts such as
'victim', 'offender' or 'community'. Victims and offenders were

-1

For a criti~ue of evangelism in the early restorative justice literature, see

J p"tt, 'Beyond EVlUlgclid Criminolo8Y' The Meaning and Significance of
Restorative] ustice' in I Aertsen, T Daems aod L Roberts (cds), In.rJif1lliollali'{j"g
RestorativeJustic, (Cullompton, Willin, 20(6).

presented as homogeneous groups, 'communities' were presumed
to be supportive and inclusive, or at the very least benign, with
'society' seen as largely irrelevant. Criminal justice was criticised for
having too much regard for society and too little for victims or
communities, as if the latter groups were not part of wider society.
All in all, concepts were blurred or undefined and the new lens had
a distinctly rosy hue. This is not to say that the new product did not
deserve promotion, rather thatitwas worthy of, and could stand up
to, depiction and analysis that had integrity.
This essay makes the case for resto.rative justice. It argues that

restorative justice can and should have a role to play in responding
to most ctimes and incivilities in most jurisdictions. But it does so
without reliance on false dichotomies and without erecting straw
men. It is unhelpful in seeking to understand the potential of
restorative justice to start with the question of what is wrong with
criminal justice, as so many academic commentators have. Rather,
we should start with the question of what harms befall society
when some of its members commit offences or behave in uncivil
ways towards one other. We should not be constrained by official
categories of 'victims', 'offenders' and 'crimes', but should consider harms done to citiZens by criminality or antisocial behaviour.
And we should then explore the various ways in which society can
respond to repair those harms and to restore order, and what role
restorative approaches can have in that response.
Thinking about barms in this way reveals the potential of both
restorative and criminal justice, and the scope for complementary
approaches that draw on both. This, of course, requires careful
consideration of the potential and the limitations of both restorative and criminal justice but rejects the presumption thatwe should
choose between the two. This essay presents arguments both for
the exclusive use of restorative justice for many non-serious
offences and for approaches that integrate restorative and retributive philosophies and thereby provide the scope for taking restorative practices into the 'deep end' of criminal justice (see scction VI.
for an explanation of the 'deep end' and 'shallow end' of criminal
justice). Indeed, it is explicitly critical of the current reluctance to
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use restorative processes in anything but the 'shallow end' of
c.rii:ninal justice, most notably for young offenders or for minor
offehces. Hence, it considers the potential, and dangers, of restora,tive practices in the broader societal response to two 'deep end'
crimes that test the efficacy of criminal justice: domestic violence
and crimes against humanity.
In presenting the case for restorative justice, this essay adopts a
clear normative stance that communities and the state in late modern society should be more restorative in responding to the harms
caused by crimes, a01isoda\ behaviours and other incivilities. It
does oot make a plea for a return to some romanticised notion of
traditional community justice. And its pro-restorative position is
not premised on the belief that the st'ate has no appropriate role in
responding to conflicts in different communities, no matter how

divided or alienated those communities might be. Furthermore,
it is cognisant of the dangers posed by more paxticipatory and
dialogic approaches to crimes.
What follows primarily draws on theories and philosophies of
justice, rather than on empirical reseaxch. This is not because
empirical research on :restorative justice is without vruue but

because it is ultimately inadequate to the t'ask of establishing a normative position. Furthermore, some of the research on restorative
justice is built on a false premise-that itis meaningful to compare
restorative conferences with courts in order to evaluate the relative
efficacy of both. Such comparative work is not useless-indeed, it
provides valuable information on the differences and similarities
between both processes, and it measures programme integrity and
the extent to which restorative goals are realised in practice-however, it cannot provide proof that restorative justice is superior to
criminal justice, or vice versa. This is because in asking questions
about the participation of victims and offenders in the process,
and the response of offenders to the process, it compares the
proverbial apples with oranges. At least some of the questions
which lead to the apparently greater satisfaction of both victims
and offenders with restorative processes are heavily biased in its
favour: questions such as 'Did you receive an apology?', 'Did you
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feel that the apOlogy was sincere?', 'Did the offender understand
the harm caused to you?', 'Did people indicate that you were forgiven?' are much more likely to be answered in the affirmative by
those who experience restorative justice than by those who go to
court. Thi. ia simply because these are the primary goals of
restorative justice, but notof the court process. Whilst rarely drawing on the evidence about restorative justice in practice, this essay
acknowledges up front that restorative justice often fails to live up
to its potential; that there is, as in all areas of criminal justice,
oftentimes a gap between justice in books and justice in action.
Programme integrity is sometimes compromised, and organisational resources and sometimes apathy can conspire against
the appropriate use of restorative principles in the real world.
Nonetheless, given that the administration of justice can be
attended to, there is value in considering the potential of restorative justice theory.
II. A ROUTE THROUGH DEFINITIONAL
CONSTRAINTS AND IMPRECISION

A. Introduction
This section challenges some of the definitions used in the literature on restorative and criminal justice which limit our imagination
and understanding of the two forms of justice and the relationship
between them, as well as their potencial to tackle harms caused by

crime and disorder.
In the absence of a universally agreed definition of 'restorative
justice', the concept has become deeply contested amongst its
proponents and critics. Most restorative theoretical frameworks,
including my own, encompass values, aims and processes that have
as their common factor attempts to repair the harm caused by
criminal or other types of antisocial bebaviour. Restoration should
address emotional as wellas material loss, safety, damaged relation·
ships, and the dignity and self-respect of victims and othe.
stakeholders recognised as having a legitimate interest in determin·

